
Review of Polling Districts and Polling Places

WARD COMMENTS/RECOMMENDATIONS/ACTIONS

HEALEY

COMMENT - Cllr Wazir - request to move the boundary between AC and AD at the top of Heights Lane
so that 126,128 and Alicia Cottage are included in AC along with the rest of the properties on Heights
Lane instead of AD.  At the moment, the boundary runs at the front of the properties and will be
amended to run at the back of the properties (See map attached)
RECOMMENDED - to amend the boundary as requested

KINGSWAY NO CHANGES

MILKSTONE & DEEPLISH NO CHANGES

BALDERSTONE & KIRKHOLT NO CHANGES

CASTLETON NO CHANGES

SPOTLAND & FALINGE
COMMENT - Letter from resident in polling district FD - To move some properties in the Passmonds Area
from FD to FC and vote at Cutgate Baptist Church (See map attached)
RECOMMENDED - to amend the boundary as proposed

CENTRAL ROCHDALE NO CHANGES

BAMFORD
COMMENT - HD- Elephant & Castle pub - Premises being sold and prospect of plot being re-developed -
to investigate an alternative polling station for future elections

ACTION - Investigated the report of the premises being sold and re-developed. Confirmed that it had
been sold but plot not being redeveloped. Investigated the possibility of using the cemetery gatehouse
as an alternative as suggested by Cllr Neil Emmott, but this is not possible due to its state of repair.
Environmental Management Services offered the use of the cemetery chapel as an alternative.
RECOMMENDED - To retain the mobile unit at the Elephant & Castle as a polling place

SMALLBRIDGE & FIRGROVE NO CHANGES

NORDEN NO CHANGES

WEST HEYWOOD
COMMENT - KD - Our Lady & St Paul's Church - now closed and the site is being re-developed.
Alternative polling station required for future elections
RECOMMENDED - to have a polling station at Our Lady & St Paul's school

NORTH HEYWOOD
COMMENT - Cllr Susan Emmott - LB - Biwater House, Gregge Steet is in the incorrect polling district and
needs to be moved from MC
ACTION - To amend this anomaly

HOPWOOD HALL
COMMENT - Cllr Susan Emmott - MC - Biwater House, Gregge Steet is in the incorrect polling district and
needs to be moved to LB
ACTION - To amend this anomaly



EAST MIDDLETON NO CHANGES

SOUTH MIDDLETON NO CHANGES

WEST MIDDLETON
COMMENT - Cllr Neil Emmott - Wood Street - make sure the properties are in the correct polling station
as the street is split across more than one
ACTION - To amend this anomaly

NORTH MIDDLETON NO CHANGES

LITTLEBOROUGH LAKESIDE
COMMENT - Cllr Emsley - properties on the Shopwood Way estate are incorrectly listed in polling district
RA and should be in RC, voting at Stansfield Hall Primary School.
ACTION - To amend this anomaly

COMMENT - RB - fire station is now available again after re-furbishment - should the polling station
remain at the cricket club or move back to the fire station?
RECOMMENDATION - to remain at the Cricket club with better parking facilities

MILNROW & NEWHEY
COMMENT - Cllr Kelly - SA - The residents on the Silver Hill Estate have too far to travel to the polling
station (Cricket club on Harbour Lane in polling district SB)
RECOMMENDATION - To have a polling station at Crossgates Primary School, Kiln Lane in polling district
SA (See map attached)

COMMENT - properties on the old Coral Mill site in Newhey are in the incorrect polling district and need
moving from SC to SD.
ACTION - To amend this anomaly

WARDLE & WEST LITTLEBOROUGH
COMMENT - TA - fire station is now available again after re-furbishment - should the polling station
remain at the cricket club or move back to the fire station?
RECOMMENDATION - to remain at the Cricket club with better parking facilities  


